**MACHINE COVER**

KEEP YOUR MACHINE CLEAN!! This crystal clear, rugged vinyl cover will fit any “machine” measuring 20”L X 18”H X 11”W. Will fit Graves Mark I, IV and 5XL.

MLS Part #: 212200  Price: $7.95

**INDEX PLATES for Graves Machines**

Graves makes 8 different index plates including 32, 40, 48, 72, 80, 96 and 120 tooth. Each plate is machined aluminum. May fit facet machines other than Graves. Call us to order.

MLS Part #: 212300  Price: $32.00

**COMBINATION UNIT**

### Horizontal Wet Belt Sander

The #460 Horizontal Wet Belt Sander is designed for grinding flat surfaces such as tiles. This sander uses 3” x 25-7/32” sanding belts and comes complete with a 1/3 Hp. motor mounted on a rustproof aluminum topped Lam-I-Cushion base, a water valve and spray nozzle for water supply hook up, 3” x 6” backing plate, instructions, and product guarantee. This machine ships with the motor attached, ready to plug in and operate.

MLS Part #: 262000  Price: $625.00**

### Deluxe Commercial Wet Belt Sander

The #761 Deluxe Commercial Wet Belt Sander features 13” of usable work space. This unit also accepts 3” x 41-1/2” belts which provides greater surface area for grinding and by extension, a longer belt life. The deluxe size ships with both a 13” and a 4” high backing plate making it possible to wet sand flat surfaces vertically. The deluxe unit also features a 1/2 Hp. motor with dual capacitors so provide ample power for large jobs. By far our most popular model, the 761 is the most versatile of our sanding units (pictured right).

MLS Part #: 262100  Price: $866.25

**BELT SANDER**

### 6"

- Heavy duty cast aluminum construction
- Runs quietly
- 6” Trim saw vise
- Powder coated for durability
- Variable Speed
- Stainless steel shaft
- 1/3 Hp motor
- 24” x 22” Footprint

Combination units are a great tool for cutting, trimming, grinding, shaping, and polishing small stones. The six inch saw allows for pieces to be cut and trimmed up to approximately two inches in size. A trim saw vise is included with this unit to make trimming easy. The vise will hold small stones firmly in place while cutting. The blade and wheels are mounted on a stainless steel shaft to resist rust. Sealed ball bearings are mounted in rubber for quiet and smooth operation. Powder coated hood, belt guard, and tanks provide long lasting surface protection for each unit. A spin handle on the front of the unit allows for continuous speed adjustment from 800 rpm to 1725 rpm. The hood removes easily for inspection, wheel change, and cleaning. The complete unit is mounted firmly to Covington’s signature rustproof base. All units ship complete with a 6” Covington Gold blade, 6” x 5/8”-18 RH aluminum head with leather disc attached, 1/3 Hp. motor, slab vise, water valves, drains, expandable drum with 400 mesh sanding belt, 100 and 220 mesh black silicon carbide wheels, sample kit (#1 Koolerant, polish powder, brush, dop sticks, and wax), instructions and product guarantee. Each unit ships ready to plug in and operate.

MLS Part #: 260000  Price: $1,345.00**